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Abstract
The International Linear Collider (ILC) is a planned electron-positron collider. The initial
stage of the ILC will provide data at the center-of-mass energy of 250 GeV to be able to study
electroweak sector and perform precise measurements of Higgs boson. In this contribution,
the prospects of measuring the Higgs boson decaying into tau pair H ! t + t and muon
pair H ! µ + µ are described. The measurement of CP properties of Higgs boson using
H ! t + t decay process is also discussed. All studies in this contribution are based on
the full detector simulation of International Large Detector (ILD) concept. We have found
that the cross section times branching ratio can be measured with the precision of 1.2% for
H ! t + t and of 21% for H ! µ + µ . The mixing angle between CP-even and CP-odd
components of the Higgs boson can be determined with the precision of 75 mrad.
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The International Linear Collider (ILC) is a planned electron-positron collider. The initial
stage of the ILC will provide data at the center-of-mass energy of 250 GeV to be able to study
electroweak sector and perform precise measurements of Higgs boson. In this contribution,
the prospects of measuring the Higgs boson decaying into tau pair H ! ⌧ + ⌧ and muon
pair H ! µ+ µ are described. The measurement of CP properties of Higgs boson using
H ! ⌧ + ⌧ decay process is also discussed. All studies in this contribution are based on
the full detector simulation of International Large Detector (ILD) concept. We have found
that the cross section times branching ratio can be measured with the precision of 1.2% for
H ! ⌧ + ⌧ and of 21% for H ! µ+ µ . The mixing angle between CP-even and CP-odd
components of the Higgs boson can be determined with the precision of 75 mrad.
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Introduction

A Standard Model (SM)-like Higgs boson has been found at the LHC. Currently all measurements are consistent with the SM Higgs boson. However, we still have many open questions like
the existence of dark matter which cannot be explained by the SM. A precise measurement of
the Higgs boson would be a key to explore new physics beyond the SM, especially the couplings
between particles and Higgs boson. In the SM, the Yukawa coupling between matter fermions
and Higgs boson is proportional to the fermions’ mass. If we observe any deviations from this
prediction, it is an indication of new physics beyond the SM.
The International Linear Collider (ILC) 1 is a planned electron-positron collider, which prop
vides collision data of center-of-mass energy ( s) of 250 GeV at the initial stage. The electron(positron) beams are longitudinally polarized by 80%(30%). Around half million Higgs
bosons will be produced via e+ e ! ZH process in the initial running period of ⇠ 11 years.
p
The main purposes of the ILC at s = 250 GeV are the investigation of electroweak sector and
model-independent measurements of Higgs boson with very high precision. In this contribution,
we will describe the prospects for the measurements of Higgs boson decays to leptonic final
states, H ! ⌧ + ⌧ and H ! µ+ µ , and the measurement of CP state of the Higgs boson using
H ! ⌧ + ⌧ decay process.
a
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Figure 1 – Reconstructed ⌧ -pair mass in H ! ⌧ + ⌧ analysis 3 . Dotted blue is the invariant mass of ⌧ -pair only
using visible ⌧ decay products in the signal process, solid blue (dotted red) is the invariant mass of ⌧ -pair with
using collinear approximation in the signal (background) process, respectively.
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International Large Detector

The International Large Detector (ILD) is one of the detector concepts for the ILC 2 . It is
designed as a high-precision detector for Particle Flow Algorithm (PFA). It consists of a vertex
detector, a time projection chamber, silicon tracking detectors, an electromagnetic calorimeter,
a hadronic calorimeter, a forward detector system, all these are placed inside of a solenoidal
coil which provide 3.5 T magnetic field, and an instrumented iron yoke is placed outside of the
coil. The calorimeters are highly segmented to be able to apply PFA techniques. The ILD will
provide an impact parameter resolution of d0 ⇠ 5 µm, a transverse momentum resolution of
5
4% over a wide range of jet energies.
pT /pT ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10 pT , and a jet energy resolution of ⇠ 3
The full detector simulation is performed using Geant4-based detector geometry with ILD
model and the reconstruction is performed using PFA techniques. In this contribution, all analyses use Monte-Carlo (MC) event samples subjected to such full simulation and reconstruction.
3

Measurement of Higgs Couplings

As explained before, the Yukawa coupling between fermions and Higgs boson is proportional to
the fermions’ mass. Many BSM models predict di↵erent types of deviations in this relation. It
typically predicts a few % level deviations from the SM. Thus, measurements of couplings at a
few % level or better will allow these BSM models to be tested. In this section, we will describe
the prospects of the measurement of µ and ⌧ -leptons’ Yukawa coupling at the ILC.
3.1

Higgs to ⌧

p
At s = 250 GeV, the processes of e+ e ! ZH with Z ! qq/e+ e /µ+ µ , H ! ⌧ + ⌧ are
investigated 3, 4 . The ⌧ lepton candidates are identified by searching isolated narrow jets which
contain one or three charged particles with the sum of charge equal to ±1, and the invariant
mass should be lower than 2 GeV/c2 . To reconstruct the invariant mass of ⌧ -pair, the collinear
approximation method is applied which assumes the neutrinos from ⌧ decay are collinear with
the visible decay products of ⌧ lepton. Figure 1 shows the distribution of ⌧ -pair invariant mass
using collinear approximation.
Various preselection cuts are applied to suppress background processes. A boosted decision
tree technique is applied as the final step to distinguish signal and background efficiently. The
estimated precision on the cross section times branching ratio ⇥ BR(H ! ⌧ + ⌧ ) is 1.2% when
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Figure 2 – One example of pseudo-experiment in H ! µ+ µ analysis 5 . Blue(red) is pseudo-signal(-background)
data, black is the sum of blue and red, purple curve is the fitting result using a Gaussian and constant function,
respectively.

p
using 2 ab 1 of data at s = 250 GeV. This result improves to 1.0% when we add 4 ab
p
collision data at s = 500 GeV.
3.2

1

Higgs to µ

This channel gives an opportunity of direct access to the Yukawa coupling between Higgs boson
and second generation fermions. However, this analysis is very challenging because the branching
ratio of H ! µ+ µ is tiny: estimated to be ⇠ 2.2 ⇥ 10 4 in the SM when the mass of Higgs
p
boson is 125 GeV/c2 . The study has been carried out at s = 250 GeV, with considering the
processes of e+ e ! ZH with Z ! qq/⌫⌫, H ! µ+ µ 5 .
In all processes, the analysis strategy is structured in a same way. First, a pair of wellmeasured, prompt, oppositely charged muons is selected as the candidate of H ! µ+ µ . Then,
the remaining particles are subjected to a channel-specific analysis, like applying jet clustering.
A series of preselection cuts is applied to suppress background processes. A boosted decision
tree technique is used for further background rejection. Finally, a toy MC technique is applied
to estimate the precision. Figure 2 shows one example of pseudo-experiment in the toy MC.
p
Using 2 ab 1 data at s = 250 GeV, the precision on the cross section times branching ratio
⇥ BR(H ! µ+ µ ) is predicted to be ⇠ 21%. This improves to ⇠ 15% when we add 4 ab 1
p
collision data at s = 500 GeV.
4

Higgs CP Measurement in H ! ⌧ + ⌧

The decay process of H ! ⌧ + ⌧ gives an opportunity to access the CP nature of the Higgs
boson and of its couplings. The CP state of the ⌧ -pair a↵ects transverse spin correlations between
two ⌧ s, as shown in Figure 3 (left). The distribution of ⌧ decay products are sensitive to the
polarization of the ⌧ lepton, allowing these correlations to be measured. The high precision
detectors envisaged for the ILC, and the clean experimental environment of leptons colliders,
enable such a measurement.
The processes of e+ e ! ZH with Z ! qq/e+ e /µ+ µ , H ! ⌧ + ⌧ are investigated at
p
s = 250 GeV 6 . The impact parameters of ⌧ decay products are used to reconstruct the
momenta of ⌧ 7 . The polarimeters, powerful estimators of the spin direction of ⌧ , are extracted
in the decay processes of ⌧ ± ! ⇡ ± ⌫ and ⌧ ± ! ⇡ ± ⇡ 0 ⌫. After applying several selection cuts, a
neural network technique is applied to separate signal and background. The remaining events
are classified according to their sensitivity to CP e↵ects. One example distribution is shown in
Figure 3 (right). Pseudo-experiments are performed to estimate the experimental sensitivity.

Figure 3 – Left: distribution of the CP-sensitive correlation angle for di↵erent CP mixing cases at the generatorlevel. Right: reconstructed angular distribution in the case of the SM, for a sub-sample of selected events; signal
is shown in red and background in blue.

The mixing angle of CP-even and CP-odd components of the ⌧ -pair system can be measured to
p
a precision of 75 mrad when using 2 ab 1 of data at s = 250 GeV.
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